Admin A requests modifications to the characteristics of an assignment in the Plan or an addition (4.2).

Information complete and notice valid?

- **Y**: BR requests clarifications.
- **N**: Minor modifications? (4.2.4)

Minor modifications?

- **Y**: BR identifies potentially affected administrations B under 4.2.7 a).
- **N**: On date D1, BR publishes in Part A of a GE 84 Special Section the information received from Administration “A” indicating the names of the administrations affected and those whose agreement has been obtained 4.2.7c). A telefax is sent to the potentially affected administrations B.

An Administration C which considers itself affected may request to be included in the list of affected administrations within 28 days from Date D1. This Administration must copy the request to the notifying Administration. (4.3.2)

Request justified?

- **Y**: BR informs the requesting and notifying Administrations and publishes an Addendum to the GE 84 Special Section on Date D2. (4.3.3)
- **N**: BR sends a reminder on date D1 + 70 days to the affected Administrations which have not given their decision (4.3.11) No reply= agreement at D1+100 (4.3.10 & 4.3.3)

Objection received at D1+100 (4.3.10 & 4.3.3)

- **Y**: Adm. “A” adapts its requirements to the suggestions of affected Adm. in the sense of interference reduction.
- **N**: Adm. “A” can also:
  - request the Bureau’s assistance (4.3.12 & 4.3.13)
  - modify its project

Adm “A” sends to the Bureau the final characteristics and names of adm. with which agreement has been reached (4.6.1)

Does Administration “A” request entry in the Plan?

- **Y**: BR checks and publishes the Information in Part B of a GE 84 Special Section (4.6.2) and updates the Plan (4.6.3)
- **N**: The modification is left in abeyance, pending a request for publication in Part B of the Special Section

Acknowledgement of receipt within 50 days (4.3.4)

- **Y**: BR records Acknowledgement of receipt.
- **N**: BR sends a reminder with a deadline of a further 10 days 4.3.5

BR checks and publishes the Information in Part B of a GE 84 Special Section (4.6.2) and updates the Plan (4.6.3)